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Dohatec CA is a Private Certifying Authorities set up in 2012 and one Government Certifying Authority. We operate under the ICT Act and CCA Certificate Practice Statement, CCA Interoperability Guidelines. It is an integral part of the Bangladesh IT Infrastructure.
Registrar Joint Stock Company

- PKI Enablement for RJSC internal office application so that RJSC officials will be able to sign any recorded document using Crypto token/Windows KeyStore based certificate/soft digital signature certificate
- Incorporating the QR Code in digitally signed documents & support ASCII/Unicode/Bangla in QR code.
- PKI Enablement for RJSC web application
- Providing a tool to verify authenticity of digitally signed documents.
CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR
COMPUTERIZATION AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
IN RAJUK

Construction Permitting System
Land Clearance permitting system
eSign Technology

eKYC System
eSign Solution
Thank You